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City of Refuge Tova Piazza 2009-10-06 In the heat of late summer, two New Orleans families—one black and one white—were separated by the levees that held back the Mississippi River, but were about to be reunited by a terrifying event: a superstorm that would turn the city into a floodplain. The city would become a grave for the Widowers, lives and works in the Lower Ninth Ward, the community where he was born and raised. His sister, Lucy, is a soulful mess, and SJ has been trying to keep her son, Wesley, out of trouble. Across town, Craig Donaldson, a Methodist pastor and the editor of the city's alternative paper, faces deepening cracks in his own family as Hurricane Katrina approaches. Craig and his wife Alice have never felt more comfortable in the city. The arrival of their two children has inflated their arguments about the wisdom of living in New Orleans. The Williamses are scattered—first to the Convention Center and then to an RV park—and as they improvise on the New Orleans Dan Baum

The Nine Lives of Romeo Crumb

The Nine Lives of Romeo Crumble 1. Rikfin 2013-04-12 A deadly hailstorm ravages the city, Romeo finds himself at Dennis’s hospital bedside, whose life hangs in the balance. Nine people, nine lives; each one taking a different religious path, each one an unforgettable story.
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The Nine Lives of New Orleans Ned Sublette 2008-01-01 STRONGNamed one of the Top 10 Books of 2008 by The Times-Picayune. STRONGWinner of the 2009 Humanities Book of the Year award from the Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities STRONGAwarded the New Orleans Gulf South Literary Award for Nonfiction of the Year.

The Nine Lives of Pakistan: Dispatches from a Precarious State Declan Walsh 2020-11-17 Winner of the 2021 Overseas Press Club of America Cornelius Ryan Award The former New York Times Pakistan bureau chief paints an arresting portrait of a fractured country. Declan Walsh is one of the New York Times’s most distinguished international correspondents. His electrifying portrait of Pakistan over a tumultuous decade captures the sweep of this strange, wondrous, and beaconed country through the lens of its most resilient and daring journalists.
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The House of the Scorpion
Nancy Farmer 2013-08-01 Matt is six years old when he discovers that his father is a scorpion. To protect him from his mother, who is about to kill him, Matt flees with his scorpion friend on a winged jet. Despite the dangers of their journey, Matt and the scorpion remain loyal to one another, facing many perils and challenges along the way.

The Nine Lives of Montezuma
Michael Morpurgo 2007 A cat’s nine lives are full of adventure and excitement, and none more so than Montezuma, the farmyard cat. From a young kitten to a grand old cat, he has lived a life that is as exciting as Montezuma’s own. Join Montezuma as he embarks on a journey of self-discovery.

Skinny Kitty
delivers living history with all the drama and sweep of a novel. Excerpt from from The Nine Lives of Montezuma.

The Shadow of Grief
Sally Armstrong 2011-07-27 Charlotte Taylor lived in the front row of history. A changemaker, she was a woman of many talents and accomplished many things in her lifetime. She was a suffragette, a suffragist, and a fighter for women's rights.
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forgoing the magic of first love with a high school boyfriend who was too wild to feel safe, Maggie instead sought out all the things her mother had lost—a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable husband and successful accountant. Together they had a son and found happiness in a conventional suburban life. Until tragedy struck again. Now on her own, feeling a sense of adventure for the first time, Maggie decides to face her fears, setting off on a whirlwind trip from San Francisco to Rome, Paris, and Monaco. But when her travels reconnect her with the very same irresistible, thrill-seeking man she's spent thirty years trying to forget, Maggie becomes terrified that rushing into love and sharing his life may very well end in disaster. But ultimately, while Maggie tries to outrun her fears and painful memories of her past, fate will surprise her in the most astounding of ways, as she walks the tightrope between danger and courage, and between wisdom and love.

Dewey Vicki Myron 2008-09-24 Experience the uplifting, "unforgettable" New York Times bestseller about an abandoned kitten named Dewey, whose life in a library won over a farming town and the world—with over 2 million copies sold! (Booklist) Dewey's story starts in the worst possible way. On the coldest night of the year in Spencer, Iowa, at only a few weeks old—a critical age for kittens—he was stuffed into the return book slot of the Spencer Public Library. He was found the next morning by library director Vicki Myron, a single mother who had survived the loss of her family farm, a breast cancer scare, and an alcoholic husband. Dewey won her heart, and the hearts of the staff, by pulling himself up and hobbling on frostbitten feet to nudge each of them in a gesture of thanks and love. For the next nineteen years, he never stopped charming the people of Spencer with his enthusiasm, warmth, humility (for a cat), and, above all, his sixth sense about who needed him most. As his fame grew from town to town, then state to state and finally, amazingly, worldwide, Dewey became more than just a friend; he became a source of pride for an extraordinary Heartland farming community slowly working its way back from the greatest crisis in its long history.

Nine Lives Wendy Corsi Staub 2015-10-26 In this warm and witty series debut from New York Times bestseller Wendy Corsi Staub, a widowed young mom plans a fresh start in Chicago—but instead finds her way to a quirky lakeside village that just happens to be populated by mediums. When reluctant road trippers Bella Jordan and her son Max detour to Lily Dale, New York, they're planning to deliver a lost cat to its home and then move on, searching for one of their own. But the footloose sled dog's owner Leona Gatto has unexpectedly passed away, leaving behind a pregnant pet without a mistress, a busy inn without a keeper—and a lovable circle of neighbors who chat with dead people. After agreeing to help out temporarily, sensible Bella doesn't need psychic gifts to figure out that a houseful of tourists and a litter of kittens lie in her immediate future—or that Leona was murdered. It's up to her to solve the case so that she and Max can leave town, but their new home—like Leona's killer—might just lurk where she least expects it.

The Nine Lives of Alexander Baddenfield John Bemelmans Marciano 2013-10-03 "As Marciano is descended from Ludwig Bemelmans, so might Alexander Baddenfield be descended from Madeline's nemesis-turned-friend Pepito 'The Bad Hat.'" Alexander Baddenfield is a horrible boy—a really horrible boy—who is the last in a long line of lying, thieving scoundrels. One day, Alexander has an astonishing idea. Why not transplant the nine lives from his cat into himself? Suddenly, Alexander has lives to spare, and goes about using them up, attempting the most outrageous feats he can imagine. Only when his lives start running out, and he is left with only one just like everyone else, does he realize how reckless he has been. With its wickedly funny story and equally clever illustrations, this is dark humor at its most delicious.

*Review from School Library Journal*